
Dave Vamfer - Press Reviews  

'The songs are reflective and thought-provoking. The vocals and 

lyrics ooze the optimism you usually find in Paul McCartney 

songs...The uplifting melodies and jangly guitars perfectly 

compliment Vamfer's soft and calming sound'. - music review in 

'Jazz.U' magazine - May22. 

http://www.jazzu.org/music-review-tricks-of-life-medley-by-dave-vamfer 

 

'..the name of the game is optimism. Upbeat and uplifting, it's 
hard not to compare Dave's style and feel to Bruce Springsteen 
and Paul McCartney.... it's hard not to get excited by this taste of 
tunes'. - by The Painted Man for 'The Farsighted' magazine-
May22. 

https://farsightedblog.com/2022/05/20/dave-vamfer-presents-a-3-pack-sampler-for-
the-weekend/ 

 

'With uplifting themes, hopeful sentiments and catchy refrains, 

Tricks of Life Medley is a very pleasant change from all the 

darkness in our world right now'. - Samantha Simmonds-Ronceros, 

'NoHo Arts' magazine-May22. 

https://nohoartsdistrict.com/dave-vamfer-tricks-of-life-medley/ 

 

 'Dave Vamfer is an intriguing artist for 2022 with his latest 

release "Tricks of Life Medley." The songs are filled with 
wisdom, and a unique vocal and lyrical approach that will stand 
the test of time. Throughout "Tricks of Life Medley," is a solid 
release that is filled with vibrant and brightly strummed guitars, 
and a dose of sunshine optimism'. - Blog 
IndependentArtistsBuzz-Jun22. 

https://www.tumblr.com/blog/view/independentartistbuzz/686005851756036096?sour
ce=share 
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'From the very open the release wastes no time to get started. The 

songs builds themselves up into a sense of true joy which has you 

captivated right from the start. Bright, brilliant bursts of noise help 

to punctuate the entirety of the release. Vamfer's vocals have a 

commanding presence for it holds nothing back. His lyrics still 

possess that sense of beauty about it, just as fresh as it was when it 

was first penned'. - Emily Hinde, The Indie Source-Jun22 

https://www.theindiesource.com/c/f2435485-2fe1-46f8-a99e-b694274db116/ 

 

Dave Vamfer should be on your playlist and in your ears.  It is not only 

such a unique way to think about life lyrically but a new way of hearing 

it presented through this music. - by Joshua Macala in 'Raised on 

Cassettes' blog-May22. 

https://raisedbycassettes.blogspot.com/2022/05/music-review-dave-vamfer-tricks-of-

life.html 

 

'These instruments, their playing, and their expression, provide 
the kick Vamfer mentions, while he himself brings the movement 
to the music'. - Deuce in 'Breaking & Entering' magazine-May22. 

https://breakingandentering.net/2022/05/02/tricks-of-life-medley-moves-well-for-
dave-vamfer/ 

 

'Conclusion 10 out of 10. In every respect an album that is 
recommended to anyone who likes it exciting, loves quality 
and prefers made-to-music music' Philipp Gottfried writing 
about Dave's 'Find The Sound' album in 'She Wolf' magazine-
Dec20. 

https://shewolf.eu/dave-vamfer-mit-find-the-sound-liefert-er-handgemachte-
gitarrenkunst-rock-multigenre/ 
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